RISK360

™

Incident & Case Management

RISK360™ is an industry
leading incident case management
software from G4S. Tailored to
meet your specific requirements
with dedicated support through
its lifetime, RISK360 allows you
to identify and mitigate risks,
leading to reduced threats and
increased site security.

The RISK360™ solution
Mitigating risk and increasing site security
RISK360 from G4S is a web based risk management software package which allow you to easily log and track
incidents and manage cases to increase your security on site and mitigate risks.
The solution allows users to log-on to a wide range of incidents that have occurred on site and enables you to track
and report on those incidents. Incidents can be categorised by type, time, date and location and each can be assigned
to a case worker who can then be tasked with investigating the incident through to resolution.

CAPABILITIES

Ongoing support, including technical demonstrations, is provided both centrally and through your local G4S manager,
and is available throughout the lifetime of the solution.
RISK360 enables you to identify where you are exposed to threat and reoccurring incidents
RISK360 empowers its users to make the working environment a better place to be. Each user can
record incidents that may otherwise go unnoticed
RISK360 enables managers to compare multi-site activity and establish
company-wide benchmarks of security, behaviours and deployed solutions
RISK360 will monitor the success of deployed / implemented deterrents and
solutions
RISK360 can be used by both employees and G4S staff, thus permitting a wider
network of threat identification and management
RISK360 is a cloud based solution, therefore requires no capital outlay and can
be scaled to the demand / volume of usage by the customer

BENEFITS
Compliance - provides acurate documentation and audit reports so customers can be sure they are meeting
industry specific compliance requirement
Situational Awareness - capture information from a smartphone, e-mail or by computer entry.
Person of Interest Database - searchable database of persons, vehicles and property associated with any incident
Mobility - report events in real time with ability to attach voice notes and photo
Case Management - Resolve and track internal issues
Advanced Reporting - Identifies patterns and trends occurring
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